
Cooperation Framework on 

Recruiting Sales Agents in Africa Market 
 
1. Company Introduction 
SBB Company is one of the main professional Sealed Lead Acid battery 
manufacturers, also a council member of CEEIA with registered capital of 50 million 
RMB, total investment of 400 million RMB, total area of 220 acres, factory covering 
of 70,000 square meters, and annual production capacity of 1 million KVAh. The 
main businesses of the company are manufacturing, selling and providing services for 
communication back-up power, power supply, energy storage power supply, system 
integration and other related products. The company’s products are widely used in 
tel-communication, electricity power, railway and other fundamental industries and in 
Solar power, wind power, smart power grids, electrical vehicle, electricity power 
storage station and other strategic emerging industries as well as in Electric bicycle 
battery, communication terminal application battery and other consumer products. 
Sunbright power takes its advantages of “leading technology, leading quality, leading 
cost, leading service” to develop rapidly in a unconventional way. Sunbright power 
will undercut its nearest competitors by 15%-20% and provide an overwhelmingly 
considerate service.  
 
2. SBB regional brand positioning and development strategy 
SBB regional brand positioning: based on Solar power generation systems, it aims to 
become the leader of integrated solar system, and enjoy a high popularity and 
competitiveness. 
 
Regional development strategy: 
Holding the chance of solar power for civil use, our company focuses on developing 
and selling battery based on new energy system, which brings recycled energy for 
African.  
 
3. The concept of recruiting sales agents: 
SBB devotes itself to building a long-term cooperation as “Create together, Bear 
Together, Win together”. When share the benefit with its agents, SBB also take the 
agents’ market as leading direction, take the agents as the center, and design different 
new models to fulfill the need of every sales agent in different areas. It is the solid 
foundation of SBB Company to lay a long-term partnership with sales agents.  
 
4. Agent Qualification Requirement 
Qualification selection: mainly state agents, based on the principle of selecting the 
best, SBB Company welcome every sales team, but in order to rapidly develop local 
market, build an easy management for every sales agent, and form benefit share and 
flexible supply chain principle, our company will select the qualification of the sales 
agents in order to form a strongest competitive advantage. 



Qualification:  
(1) Long-term engagement in new energy or electrical products sales 
(2) sales in rapid development with an annual sale of minimally 1 million USD 
(3) State city as priority 
(4) Sales team no less than 15 person, technique team no less than 3, full 24 hours 

technical support 
Procedures: 
(1)  Fill in  <Authorized Agent Application Form> 
(2) Offer some related documents: certificate of incorporation, directors or 
shareholders and registered address  
(3)  Provide the financial report of the past half year. 
 
5. State agent authority 
During the valid time of contract, agents have the exclusive dealership in certain area; 
state agent authority could be signed for 1~5 years (specific terms by one year). In the 
contract time, SBB Company cannot develop any other agent in the same area, state 
agent could have full set of SBB brand development support and promotion support; 
strict price protection and anti-channel conflict protection; have the rewards of annual 
step sales achievement, details see agent rebate strategy; during contract period, after 
the end of every year, SBB Company has the right to end the contract at the condition 
that the agent not even finish the lowest annual sale target. 
 
6. The conditions on gaining and reserving State agent authority 
Agree with the concept of SBB brand positioning and development strategy and 
concept; 
First order should guarantee the standard display quantity for every level model, agent 
should promise to achieve the lowest sale target during contract period; 
Agent should promise to cooperate with SBB marketing center to take care of the 
clients’ complaints, and be responsible for customers’ satisfaction in the area. 
 
7. Sales area ( as the contract stipulated) 
Products: 
All the dealers have to purchase SBB normal series products. 
Regional limitation and protection：All the dealers are allowed to develop and provide 
service for retail terminal in its own areas, and can not have cross regional sales. 
8.Price protection：SBB will offer all the dealers with the competitive prices with high 
profits, and carry out the policy for the price adjustment informing in advance. E.g. 
we will inform the dealers one month earlier if there are some fluctuations because of 
the price of raw material or market competition strategy. All the prices keep same as 
before within the first month after the notice. Right after one month, the sales agent 
should purchase the products in terms of the new price. We will punish all these 
behaviors that may disturb the price in the market. (Details see the terms of rewards 
and penalties)  
Price policy 
SBB makes some retail prices, and will adjust it together in all regions. 



9.The sales target is at least 500,000USD in the first year, or SBB has the right to 
cease the contract by one side. 
 
10.Terms of payment 
All the products of the SBB company should be paid by cash and will be delivered as 
the payment is done. SBB company promises unsalable goods can be returned within 
six months 
 
11. The punishment policy for anti-channel conflict or underselling 
If the agents of every region undersell the products without the permission of the SBB 
or its retail terminal price is 10% below the standard price, the rebate of the distributor 
should be deducted that month. The fine will compensate to the regional dealer, and 
SBB company will pay the distributor in the form of goods. 
 
12. After-sale service policy 
Logistics 
The products can be delivered by the third party logistics company or be picked up by 
the distributors themselves. The logistics company can be appointed by the 
distributors, if not, SBB will offer some options for the distributors to choose.  
Quality assurance condition: 
Warranty period: one year in principle  
Return policy 
SBB company promises unsalable goods can be returned within six months, but the 
freight shall be afford by the distributor. Refund fee will be deducted in next order. 
The logistics fee, caused by the quality problem of the goods, shall be provided by the 
SBB company. SBB company requests the return goods to be kept sound and in good 
condition, or SBB will deduct this expense from the distributor. 
 


